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TOGETHER WE CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE!!

Ecuador Church Remodel Project
As most of you know, in May of 2013, I married Maria Victoria Alvicar Molina and received her daughter
Sarah as an added blessing. Nearly two years have
gone by and both Sarah and Vicky are speaking English and doing great. (Unfortunately, my Spanish is no
better). We are blessed and head over heels in love! As
Vicky so often says, “God is so wonderful!”

sary to change the
front facade. As regards suitability for a
better climate, change
roof in its entirety, because when it rains it
gets wet, and by noise
situations must be
During our courtship, I spent six weeks with Vicky
placed plaster in an
and her family getting to know them, living and worarea measuring 100 square meters. Once placed plaster
shipping with them, and doing ministry together as we is necessary weatherize the place, give it better lighting
trained a drama team. They are a very close family as
and make an enis often the norm in Latin America. Vicky’s parents
trance door large.
love the Lord and pastor a small congregation in what This project will give
was once a wine cellar as part of the property belong- us a healthy environing to Vicky’s father. The church is in a location
ment and with God's
where there is potential for growth; however, due to
help to continue
the condition of the facility and lack of a separate area teaching the Chrisfor children’s ministry, the church is not growing.
tian Training Center
There are presently about 30 members in the congreclasses and the Word
gation but not enough financial contributions to even
of the Lord and glosupport the pastor. Much needed renovations would be rifying our God in
impossible for the church to do alone.
every service.
At this point, I need to interrupt Pastor Raul’s letter to
With that in mind, we would like to give you the ophelp you better understand the real need and true scope
portunity to join with us in helping Vicky’s family
of this project. Other than the obvious need for renovarenovate the present facility. The following is a letter
tions to the present sanctuary, there is another very imthat I received from Pastor Raul, Vicky’s father, deportant need which Pastor Raul, in humility, was not adscribing the project:
dressing: the need for a separate space for their chil“Pastor Raul Molina gives you a greeting of heart and dren’s ministry. There is currently no space available for
wishes that peace of God rule in your heart. The purchildren’s classes without competing with the ministry
pose of this letter is aiming to request your help to
in the sanctuary. To properly meet the needs of a growcontinue with reconstruction and improvement of the
ing congregation, this project must include the addition
temple called “Light of Life” which is where we are
of the second floor
working in the service of God. Initially, this place was
for children’s minisdesigned as “wine cellar”
try.
but when we started to
It is noteworthy that
use it as a house of praywe have begun reer, we found it necessary
building the temple,
to make adaptations to it.
and we have manThe project is: As for the
aged to collect some
improvements, is necesof the money, and

knowing that is in your heart help us, we let you know
our project so that you can help us with what you can
and is in the will of our Lord Jesus Christ. The Lord
continue to bless you and prosper your family and ministry.”

congregation of “Light of Life” lift their light a little
higher and shine a little brighter, then we invite you to
give today. Please make your check payable to ITM,
Inc. and mail it to PO Box 958, Oldsmar, FL 34677.
Be sure to write “Light of Life” on the memo line. As
with our “Project Gideon” giving, ITM will give 100%
The photos do not tell the whole story! I have personalof monies received to this project without taking our
ly mopped as much as
normal 7.5% administrative fee from project funds.
two inches of water that
(The 7.5% administrative fee we normally re-direct
completely covered the
from project funds does not fully cover our cost of opersanctuary floor and most
ation for the ministry. Vicky and I contribute monthly to
of the platform after a
the “Admin” account to help keep the ministry operatgood rain. The walls
ing). Thank you in advance for your prayerful considerneed to be re-plastered
ation of this project. We know you have many ministry
and sealed, the openings
in the sidewalls blocked
choices in which to sow your giving. We’re doing our
closed (you can see in the photo where they have
best to provide you choices that will bear fruit, multiply,
blocked in one open area), and the front entry enlarged. and remain.
They also need to put in new lighting, a false ceiling,
In January I met Sondra Livermore, our Central and
and air-conditioning. The addition of a second floor
South American director, in Panama City, Panama,
would solve the current roof problem and give them a
good sanctuary and excellent facility for the CTC clas- where she has developed a relationship with Pastor Saul
& Vielka Mosquiera. We also connected with Pastor
ses. It would also allow for growth in both the chilDomingo Moreno from the Panamanian city of David
dren’s ministry and the church as a whole.
(some 8 to 9 hours from Panama City) who is also interThe estimated cost for this project, including the second story, is $12,000.00. As Pastor Raul indicated, the ested in a CTC program. I will make a report on our
ministry with them in next month’s newsletter. Panama
church has given some funding toward the cost, but I
know that at this point the church is not able to support is the 22nd country where we currently have CTC prothe pastor. I believe the amount of their contribution is grams in operation. PTL!!
great on a sacrificial level but not likely to be very
much on a practical level. Vicky and I are also commit- I travel to Rwanda the last week of February to work
with George Kurenji who I have mentioned before. He
ted to seeing this project move forward because we
is overseeing several CTC programs in different counknow the potential that is there for fruitful ministry. I
am presenting this opportunity as a way for you to sow tries in Central Africa. From there I travel to Malawi to
work with Pastor Stephen Tambuli. The last week of
into the restoration of a temple of God. I know that
April I am scheduled to teach in China and then travel
with your help a great obstacle will have been overcome, faith will increase, and miracles will go forth as to the Philippines for a graduation ceremony. I will give
reports on these trips in future newsletters. Please pray
the name of Jesus is glorified. Every gift is a blessing
and will be put to good use; I know you would not give for God’s provision, His anointing as I teach, safety in
the travel, and favor with seating on those long, long
looking for recognition. However, Pastor Raul will
flights.
honor each person who gives $1,000 with a plaque on
the wall of the church, recognizing their participation
and thanksgiving for their partnership in helping them Thank you for your continued faithful giving! If you
haven’t already, please consider joining our “Project
lift the name of Jesus higher.
Gideon” opportunity. You are daily in my prayers!!!!
Together We’re Making A Difference!!
If you would like to join Vicky and me in helping the
YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE! There are several ways to give: To support RevC or a particular project you can either donate
online at www.revc.org by clicking the “RevC Support” button or the “Project Support” button, or send your gift to Indigenous Training Ministries, Inc. (ITM, Inc.) and mail to P.O. Box 958, Oldsmar, FL 34677 and put “Preference Light of Life Project” or
“Preference RevC” or “Project Gideon” on the check memo line. The IRS does not allow donors to designate a gift , but you
can indicate your “preference” for its use. Questions?? contact RevC at: RevC@revc.org Thank You for your prayers and
support !!!!
Notwithstanding any other statements in this communication, please remember that any contributions to MVI or ITM are under their full discretion and control as is required by IRS regula-

